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The fundamental challenge of international
politics today is to move from the post-Cold
War monist assertion of one particular model
of international order as being synonymous
with order itself.

The International System
and Models of Global
Order
Richard Sakwa

Abstract
The international system is presented as a three-story construct, with the
international governance institutions at the top, states in the middle, and civil
and political society and social movements at the bottom. Within this construct,
four types of globalism contend for hegemony today: the liberal international
order; transformative (revolutionary) internationalism; mercantilist nationalism;
and conservative (or sovereign) internationalism. Each has its own logic, but at
various points normative principles and interests intersect with the logic of the
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The International System and Models of Global Order
others. This analytical model allows points of contention to be identified, but it
also allows for areas of agreement to be recognized. It also suggests that what
appears to be an increasingly chaotic international system can be understood to
be one in transition from a previously hegemonic structure to a more pluralistic
one, in which the normative validity of others can be acknowledged. This opens
up the potential for a more open type of international politics, and one which is
at the same time more balanced.
Keywords: international system, liberal international order, transformative
internationalism, mercantilist nationalism, conservative internationalism
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Is the Conflict
Inevitable? Not at All.
How Reasonable Are Western Expectations
of a Russia-China Confrontation?

Vassily B. Kashin

Russian-Chinese relations in the last 20 years are a story of slow
but steady progress. Both Moscow and Beijing have made multiple
attempts to radically accelerate this progress, generally ending in
failure. That being said, neither the breakdown of individual projects,
nor the short-term rapprochement between Russia and the United
States after September 11, nor the economic crises of 2009 and 2014
could stop the development of bilateral relations.
With every year, China accounts for an increasingly growing share
of Russia’s foreign trade. Each year, the two countries move slightly
forward in their military and political cooperation. Now China is
Russia’s second largest trading partner after the European Union.
It is also Russia’s most trusted partner among major powers in the
fields of defense and security.
Starting in the late 1990s, the Western approach to RussianChinese relations was to ignore the significance of this partnership
in principle. The relationship was described as a naïve tactical move
Vassily B. Kashin, Ph.D. in Political Science, is a senior research fellow at the Center for
Comprehensive European and International Studies at the National Research University–
Higher School of Economics. He is also a leading research fellow at the Institute of the
Russian Far East.
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by Moscow and Beijing in the hope of strengthening their positions in
dialogue with the United States. Their partnership was said to lack a
solid basis, especially economically.
It is now clear that ignoring the nascent Russian-Chinese
partnership was not the best strategy for the United States even in
the mid-to-late 1990s. While the volume of Russian-Chinese trade
was insignificant, Russia during that period helped China make an
unprecedented military-industrial breakthrough, leapfrogging one or
even two generations in military equipment.
As a result, the early 2010s saw China’s rebirth as a great military
power. Recognizing this fact, U.S. military and defense industry
planning had to turn predominantly anti-Chinese in orientation.
Russian-Chinese defense industry cooperation played an important
role in the alignment of forces in Asia and in the world, which
was Moscow’s greatest contribution to the development of a real
multipolar order.
By the 2010s, it was no longer possible to ignore the significance
of Russian-Chinese relations. So, denial gave way to recognition of
the partnership between Moscow and Beijing as a fact of life, but still
nothing to worry about as it would not last long. “I see little in the
long term that aligns Russia and China,” U.S. Secretary of Defense
James Mattis said.
Sooner or later, such factors as “Chinese economic and
demographic expansion into Siberia and the Russian Far East,”
“rivalry in Central Asia” and, finally, the fact that the two neighboring
countries “would probably see each other as a threat,” especially
considering the “burdensome historical legacy of bilateral relations,”
were expected to lead to conflicts and a collapse of relations.
The threat of China’s demographic expansion has never
materialized—in fact, the Chinese are leaving their own northeastern
provinces for the thriving metropolitan areas in southern China. After
the devaluation of the ruble in 2009 and 2014 against the U.S. dollar
and the yuan, the idea of mass Chinese migration to Russia became
an obvious economic absurdity. The presence of Chinese business in
some Russian regions is noticeable, but it does not have dominant
positions; Russian authorities’ inability to attract Chinese investment
is seen as a bigger problem.
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True, there is economic competition in Central Asia, but it is limited,
since Russia and China are present in different sectors of local
economies: for those countries, China is the main destination for
commodities exports, while Russia is the main destination for the
export of labor and a source of imports.
The regional countries are more interested in pursuing a careful
policy of balancing between major powers, while Russia and China
are also trying to keep their competition under control. The so-called
historical baggage in bilateral relations is not too heavy either. Since the
establishment of relations in the 17th century, Russia and China have
fought rarely and sparingly, those conflicts being incomparable in scale
with Russia’s wars with most of the major European countries or China’s
conflicts with Japan, the United States or Great Britain. The conflict
between the Communist parties of Russia and China in the 1960s-1980s
was an unpleasant but relatively short episode in the history of relations.
The last stage of denial about Russia-China relations is the idea
of Russia becoming China’s “junior partner,” forced to follow in the
wake of Chinese politics and “play second fiddle.” Such a position
would sooner or later become unbearable for Russia, which has
been a great power throughout its history, and would lead to a
collapse of the partnership. All they have to do to bring this about is
remind Russia as often as possible that it is a “junior partner” now.
There is one small problem with this approach—it is impossible
to justify it. All the evidence sounds naïve and childish and largely
irrelevant to the essence of the matter: Chinese GDP is seven times
larger than Russia’s; China accounts for about 15 percent of Russian
foreign trade, and Russia, for less than 2 percent of China’s, etc.
But, whenever we talk about alliances, equal or unequal, we are
dealing with political, not economic categories. It is more about one
side of an unequal alliance having asymmetric leverage over the
other’s policies. That leverage can result from one of the parties’
economic, political, military, or sometimes technological dependence
on the other. A large GDP is not the same thing as political weight or
influence. You cannot tell others, “Look at our huge GDP! Kneel, you
scum!” This will not have the desired effect.
What asymmetric leverage does China have to pressure Russia?
From an economic standpoint, this usually means debt. For example,

Is the Conflict Inevitable? Not at All.
debt leverage turned the United States into an influential player in
Europe even after the First World War and ensured its dominance
after the Second World War. Relying on this leverage, the United
States forced its real, rather than imaginary, junior partners in Europe
to abandon the fight for their colonial empires.
China does not have any effective debt instruments to pressure
Russia, and the Russian government is careful that China does not get
any. Russia occupies one of the last places among large economies in
terms of its public debt to GDP ratio. Russia’s entire external public
debt amounted to a modest $51 billion as of April 2019, including $11
billion in state guarantees for foreign currency loans, and $38 billion in
Eurobonds. Naturally, this debt structure precludes any serious debt
dependence on China. Russia’s total external debt (including corporate
debt) is covered by Russian foreign exchange reserves, and China’s
share in it is also small. If we talk about the Russian banking sector’s
liabilities at the beginning of 2019, China accounted for only $4.5 billion.
China acted as a major source of loans for Russian state-owned
companies during the crisis of 2014-2015, but later on the net inflow
of Chinese loans to the Russian economy dropped sharply: Russian
businesses began to pay them off faster than they took out new ones.
When the ruble fell sharply in December 2014, China offered financial
assistance to Russia, but the Russian government declined.
The Russian leadership shows caution with joint projects with
China whenever it suspects they might lead to additional strain on
the budget or debt to Chinese partners. This is directly evidenced
by Russia’s participation in China’s Belt and Road projects, despite
the fact that, politically, Russia supports the Chinese initiative. At
the end of March 2019, before attending the Belt and Road summit
in China, President Vladimir Putin again decided to postpone the
Moscow-Kazan high-speed highway project indefinitely, despite its
considerable political importance for bilateral relations.
When analyzing the place that Russia and China occupy in
each other’s bilateral trade, there is an imbalance arising from the
difference in the size of the two economies. But it is hard to think
of a way China could use it to blackmail or pressure Russia. Fuel
and energy resources dominate Russia’s exports to China as well as
Russian exports in general—fossil fuels accounted for 73 percent of
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its 2018 supplies. Russia is one of the main suppliers of oil to China,
competing for first place with Saudi Arabia.
This does not speak well of the structure of the modern
Russian economy. But, from a political standpoint, all prior
experience tells us that trade in energy products creates a strong
interdependence between supplier and buyer. Unlike other types
of goods, any pressure on energy exporters is always associated
with immediate and significant losses for the importing country,
so it is only used as a last resort in rare cases. The example of
Russia-EU relations amid the Ukraine crisis should give major
energy exporters confidence.
In the sphere of technology, Russia is still a prominent supplier
of military and dual-use products and technologies to China that are
important for ensuring national security. Even considering China’s much
larger supplies of civilian machinery and equipment to Russia, this is
a matter of mutual dependence. Russia imports some components for
its military equipment from China, but their volume is insignificant, and
not comparable with Russian military supplies to China.
Finally, in the sphere of international politics, Russia generally
remains a more active and influential player than China. Despite the
declared transition to “great power diplomacy,” the Chinese foreign
policy system remains cumbersome and hardly capable of acting
in conditions of risk and rapid change. Russia and China often have
coordinated positions on international issues. But in this duo, China
plays the leading role only on problems in the immediate vicinity of its
own borders, such as the situation around North Korea. Russia’s role is
usually more significant and active in dealing with international issues
in other parts of the world. The situation around Venezuela is indicative:
although Russia’s economic interests there are far smaller than China’s,
it plays a much more important political role in the diplomatic process.
So, it looks like China is more dependent on cooperation with Russia on
international matters than the other way around.
It would be wrong to idealize Russian-Chinese relations. Russia
and China have their own points of contention, and there may be ups
and downs in their cooperation. But it is clear that their relationship
does not fit into artificial concepts based on simplistic ideas about
Russia’s politics and economy.

Quantum technologies embodied in microchips and lasers have already
changed our world at least once. Now they are about to change it again
by controlling matter and light at the level of individual particles. The
second quantum revolution will be new materials and ultra-secure
communications, superlative accuracy in measurement and efficiency in
calculation. The Russian Quantum Center is steadily riding on the crest
of this new technological wave.
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Russia and Europe:
Between Integration
and Diplomacy
Timofei V. Bordachev

Abstract
Russia and the European Union had all objective preconditions for establishing a
lasting cooperative relationship, which could subsequently lead to integration.
However, objective factors of their internal development and systemic
changes in global politics resulted in a situation where such relations proved
to be unclaimed for both parties. The fundamental cause of the crisis in the
relations between Russia and Europe was that for both of them the other party
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was becoming more of an internal negative consolidating factor. In the new
historical situation, a return to practices which existed in relations between
Russia and Europe before the crisis of 2014 is impossible and, apparently, not
viewed as reasonable by either party. However, in the mid-term perspective, the
parties may build a new model of relationship based on unbiased assessment of
systemic resources and constraints.
Keywords: Russia, the European Union, systemic factors, development,
relations, crisis

objective
conditions arose for a rapprochement, not on a metaphysical but
on a fully practical and realistic ground, through incorporation of
the two parties into a uniform institutionalized system of relations.

Timofei V. Bordachev

what was the root cause of the failure of the rational attempt to
achieve an irreversible strategic rapprochement between Russia and
Europe in the unique global and internal, for each of the partners,
situation

The main hypothesis of this study is that for both Russia and
the European Union cooperation and potential integration have
always been not a vital necessity critical for attaining major goals of
development, but an additional opportunity (which they could use
or not use, or else use partially). Correspondingly, the gains expected
from cooperation were always regarded as relative benefits for either
RUSSIA IN GLOBAL AFFAIRS
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party rather than absolute advantages providing equal benefits for
all parties and thus constituting a natural systemic factor.

PRESUPPOSITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

Timofei V. Bordachev
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as the role of value conservatism
in Russia grew, Europe itself was increasingly perceived as a
“consolidating Other”—not in Neumann’s sense of uniting nations,
but in the sense of consolidating a nation consisting of various
ethnic and religious groups. Thus, Europe, as an adversary, was
becoming an essential part of the ideological construct of the new
Russian statehood, a ‘state-nation.’

Timofei V. Bordachev
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in the middle of the current decade there emerged hostility
in relations between Russia and leading European countries,
which has gradually transformed into an ordered estrangement.

Can Europe stop viewing
Russia merely as an area of resource development? And if so, why
would it do that? Also, can Russia give up looking at Europe as a
potential asset within the framework of relations with more powerful
players—the U.S. and China, whose magnitude inevitably poses a
potential challenge to the very existence of the Russian civilization?

Timofei V. Bordachev

For both Russia and the European Union, cooperation and potential integration have always been not a vital necessity, without which
it would be impossible to attain major goals of development, but an
additional opportunity (which they could use or not use, or else use
partially). Correspondingly, the parties regarded the benefits from cooperation as relative for themselves, rather than absolute, providing
equal advantages for all, and thus, serving as a natural systemic factor.
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Today it is obvious that the choice between integration and diplomacy
in Russia-Europe relations has been made in favor of the latter, that
is, in favor of relations aimed at solving current issues and removing
immediate threats, without any long-term planning and without a
common vision of the future.

EVOLUTION OF RUSSIA!EUROPE RELATIONS AFTER 1991

perestroika

Timofei V. Bordachev
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in 1991-2001 Russia and Europe were solving the
task of their global positioning on their own, the way they saw them.
A closer analysis of these tasks shows that practically none of them
required close cooperation or integration of the partners.
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RUSSIA AND EUROPE FACING EVER NEW CHALLENGES
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* * *
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From Heaven to Earth
Dmitry V. Yefremenko

Abstract
The article explores the role of memory politics in building European identity.
Memory politics is considered a functioning system of interactions and
communication between diﬀerent actors with regard to the political uses
of the past. Memory politics is one of the key instruments for shaping the
macro-political identity of a community. Supranational identity plays only
a subsidiary role; at the supranational level, it is impossible to form a stable
frame of collective memory. At the same time, European Union institutions are
able to act as influential mnemonic actors to develop and implement various
strategies of pro-European memory politics. Today, the strategy of recognizing
the exceptional role of the Holocaust as a pan-European tragedy is subject to
a fundamental revision in the EU. Attempts to “equalize” the crimes of Nazism
and Communism indicate the search for an alternative mnemonic strategy. At
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From Heaven to Earth
the European level this strategy ultimately leads not to unity, but to the disunity
of European nations.
Keywords: the European Union, memory politics, supranational identity, the
Holocaust, mnemonic actors, historical narratives.
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The crisis of institutions and regimes
created in the bipolar era gradually led to
the collapse of military-political coalitions,
which increases the need for flexible coalition
strategies amid dwindling trust among key
players and a shortage of common values.

Rethinking Sanctions
Efficiency
Ivan N. Timofeev

Abstract
The article revisits the issue of economic sanctions eﬃciency. It concentrates
on changes in business behavior when it is aﬀected by governmental
enforcement actions. The empirical groundwork is composed of 205 cases of
U.S. governmental investigations vis a vis business in 2009-2019. The article
tests two major hypotheses. The first one is about the measure of rationality
of business when it violates existing sanctions regulations. The second one
is about changes in business behavior during and a#er the investigation.
Descriptive statistics shows that violations are rather not planned in advance.
Reckless behavior is much more frequent than willful one. However, the data
confirm the hypothesis about the transformation of business behavior during
and a#er the OFAC investigation. This is an indicator of the high eﬃciency of
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sanctions against businesses as compared with relatively low eﬃciency vis a
vis states.
Keywords: sanctions, U.S. Department of the Treasury, Oﬃce of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC), business, sanctions eﬀectiveness, enforcement action,
compliance.
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Fig. 1. National Origin of Companies and Individuals under OFAC Investigations in 2009-2019
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Fig. 2. Share of the U.S., the EU and China in the Overall Payments to OFAC in 2009-2019
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Fig. 3. Sectoral Origin of Businesses under OFAC Investigations in 2009-2019
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Fig. 4. Share of the Financial Sector in the Overall Payments to OFAC in 2009-2019
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Fig. 5. Number of Programs Violated by One Person
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Fig. 6. Distribution of Program Violations
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Fig. 7. Share of Cases Where OFAC Acted Alone or in Cooperation with Other Regulators
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Fig. 9. Share of Sophisticated Companies
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Unilateral Sanctions
in a Multipolar World
Anastasia B. Likhacheva

Abstract
In the 1990s-2000s unilateral sanctions were viewed primarily as a reactive,
o#en tactical, policy tool applied to weaker countries, or as an auxiliary
strategic instrument (greatly inferior in importance to military-political ones).
But today the status of sanctions has risen significantly. From a formal point
of view, they are still ineﬀective since in most cases they do not lead to the
achievement of declared political goals. However, in the past two to three years
sectoral sanctions against Iranian and Russian companies and their partners,
and technological ones against China (in addition to the trade war) have been
expanded, which increasingly turns them from a “noisy” but ineﬀective tactical
instrument into one of the pillars of strategic deterrence. This article examines
three interrelated developments that have occurred in recent years: unilateral
sanctions as such, their eﬀects, both direct and concomitant (collateral
damage), and, finally, reactions to them. Our analysis suggests that formal and
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informal unilateral sanctions will be intensified both in the short term and in
the medium term of three to five years. However, within the next ten to fi#een
years, as the international political and economic system becomes increasingly
mosaicked, even their immediate eﬀects and consequently their importance
will be smoothed over, while the cost of international cooperation will increase.
In other words, sanctions will become less ruinous, but fostering “fortress
to fortress” bonds will become significantly more expensive and will require
large investments in “building trust” with new partners. For Russia, this means
transforming the strategy of survival under sanctions, launched five years ago,
into a strategy of development under sanctions.
Keywords: unilateral sanctions, Russia, China, multipolarity, geo-economics
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although the legal approaches
to the use of sanctions in the United States and other countries, which
impose formal unilateral restrictions, remain intact, changes in their
nature and external conditions for their use require new responses to
sanctions challenges.
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Fig. 1. The Dynamics of Russia’s Foreign Trade with the EU, Asia-14,
and Other Countries in 2013-2018, in value terms
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Flexible Coalitions:
Origins and Prospects
Konstantin V. Bogdanov

Abstract
The beginning of the 21st century was marked by the growing popularity of
the idea that flexible military-political coalitions built for concrete tactical
tasks had certain advantages over long-term strategic alliances. This
strategy was actively pursued on the international stage by the George W.
Bush administration during its first term (largely owing to Defense Secretary
Donald Rumsfeld’s eﬀorts) due to mounting contradictions caused by the
transformation of the world order and the changing place and role of the
United States in it. The U.S. gave up the concept of collective approval for
external interference and stepped up unilateral actions. As existing collective
security institutions become increasingly plagued with problems, flexible
coalition strategies gain more popularity as evidenced not only by U.S. actions
but also by those of Russia. While being an important element of the modern
world order, which is currently in transition from a unipolar to a multipolar
(polycentric) model, the strategy of flexible coalitions has its limits, the
most important of which is their destructive impact on the development of
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international relations in the absence of all-encompassing collective security
structures (global and/or bloc).
Keywords: U.S. unilateralism, unipolar moment, flexible coalitions, the Rumsfeld
Doctrine, alliances in decline, multipolarity, multilateralism
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Overcoming Conflicts

Alternative approaches to sovereignty,
which imply the possibility of blending the
legal systems of different states in the same
territory, considerably expand opportunities
for resolving territorial disputes.

Where There’s a Will,
There’s a Way
Igor Yu. Okunev

Abstract
Understanding ‘sovereignty’ as one and indivisible substance is very convenient
for politicians and lawyers, but in the modern political reality it is hardly
achievable. Alternative approaches to sovereignty, which imply the possibility of
blending the legal systems of diﬀerent states in the same territory, considerably
expand opportunities for resolving territorial disputes. In this article vast
historical material is used to illustrate the experience of implementing various
models of territorial governance, such as an associated state, transboundary
region, sovereign region, leased territory, free territory, no-man’s territory,
buﬀer zone, temporary administration, condominium, and commune. The
described set of options may help break the deadlock in negotiations on almost
any territorial dispute, provided the parties concerned have the political will to
achieve a peaceful compromise.
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resolving a territorial dispute.

1. Create a transborder region
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2. Lease the territory
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3. Convert communities in the territory to free communes
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4. Make the disputed territory a sovereign region
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5. Make the disputed territory an associated state
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6. Create a buﬀer zone
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7. Transfer the territory in interim trust of an external
administration
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8. Make the disputed territory free
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9. Make the disputed territory no man’s land
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10. Establish a joint governance regime
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The Syrian Crisis: A Thorny Path from War to Peace

Alexander G. Aksenyonok

The second decade of the 21st century began with a string of explosive
protests in the Middle East and North Africa. The region has become
a source of violence and terrorism, dramatic national upheavals,
humanitarian catastrophes, and waves of migration. Most countries
(Egypt, Tunisia, Morocco, Jordan, Saudi Arabia) have launched the
needed socioeconomic reforms, albeit belatedly, but outcomes are
difficult to predict. A way out of the profound systemic crisis is yet to
be found.

WHAT MAKES THIS CONFLICT SO DISTINCT

The Syrian crisis, while reflecting the general grievous state of the Greater Middle East, is still a special case resulting from profound changes in
the alignment of forces at the global and regional level. The majority of
the 21st century’s geopolitical, ideological, social, and ethno-religious
cataclysms have been concentrated in precisely this region.
The conflict in Syria unfolded in a historical period when
Russia–U.S. relations were slowly, but surely, deteriorating from the
erstwhile partnership of the late 1990s and early 2000s to a Cold War
confrontational model. The generally accepted norms of international
law were unilaterally revised, while a collective crisis settlement
mechanism advocated by Russia never materialized. As the President
Alexander G. Aksenyonok, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, Vice-President of
the Russian International Aﬀairs Council.
This article is an abridged version of the paper written for the International Valdai Discussion
Club. The original version is available at: http://valdaiclub.com/a/valdai-papers/the-syriancrisis-a-thorny-path-from-war-to-peace/
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of Russia suggested at the Valdai Forum in 2014, this mechanism
might include a “coherent system of reciprocal commitments and
agreements” and “clear-cut conditions under which interference is
necessary and legitimate” (Valdai, 2014).
The protracted Syrian crisis has presented the international community with a major dilemma: Will it be able to extinguish the tinderbox of conflicts or will it allow regional centers of power to engage
in military rivalries designed to promote their geopolitical interests
and indulge their outsize ambitions. In this sense, the outcome of the
civil war in Syria will have implications that go far beyond the regional framework. When the nationalist wave was at its crest, Egypt was
called the “head of Arabism and Syria, its ‘heart’.” The concept of Arabism no longer has the same ring to it: Egypt is no longer the leader,
new centers of financial and political influence have emerged in the
Gulf area, and non-Arab regional players such as Turkey, Iran, and Israel are now ascendant. The altered alignment of forces at the regional
level has turned Syria into an arena where Sunni Saudi Arabia and Shiite Iran, the two religious centers and leaders of the two main Islamic
denominations, are locked in an indirect battle (The Iranian–Saudi Hegemonic Rivalry, 2017). A full-scale civil war in the centre of the Arab
world with its closely intertwined interests—both clashing and to some
extent overlapping—has complicated the search for mutually acceptable agreements and made coalition ties fluid and ambiguous.
In Syria, the military contingents and bases of six foreign states—
Russia, Iran, Turkey, the U.S., France, and the UK—are deployed in
close proximity. But it is only Russia and Iran that have international
legal grounds (an invitation from the Syrian government) for being
there. This incredibly compact foreign military presence, including
non-government paramilitary units (proxies), not only involves
unpredictable risks but also equips each of the players on the ground
with military and political tools that make it possible to disrupt any
final outcome it finds unacceptable. The Syrian crisis is also a mirror
reflecting the growing influence of regional actors, each playing a
game of its own within the wider context, whose local agendas
increasingly often clash with the global interests of the major powers.
There is yet another reason why the Syrian crisis is so idiosyncratic
and difficult to settle. The multilateral talks on the future system
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of government in Syria have been held against the background of
continued military operations punctured by short-lived ceasefire.
In the international context, institutional reforms normally follow
the military phase. In Syria, internationally mediated agreements
on reforms between the direct participants in the conflict should in
effect become the condition for ending the hostilities and focusing
joint efforts on combating the persisting terrorist threat.

THE CURRENT STATE OF PLAY ON THE MILITARY MAP

The eight-year Syrian crisis can be roughly divided into two stages: 1)
before Russia’s decisive military intervention in September 2015, and
2) after the Russian Aerospace Forces launched operations in Syria,
enabling Damascus to restore control over the majority of Syrian
territory and to destroy the military infrastructure of ISIS (banned in
Russia) and other terrorist groups.
The sporadic anti-government protests in late February and early
March 2011 were initially peaceful in nature. The protests reached critical mass and began sweeping the country after the Syrian leadership
abruptly had given in to the omnipotent securicrats who urged the
president to stop making concessions and put down the uprising by
force. In April and May, heavy weapons were used against peaceful protesters. Legislative measures to partially liberalize the political regime,
calls to start a national dialogue, and even the approval of a new constitution in February 2012 were already unable to diffuse the tensions.
The Syrian opposition, as represented by political emigres and
underground civil society organizations with motley ideological beliefs
(ranging from liberals to Trotskyites to radical Islamists), was not in
itself a threat to the regime, which relied on a well-oiled mechanism
of harsh authoritarian power. The rapid (in fact, instantaneous)
transition to the military phase was caused by the overwhelming
synergy between the explosion of spontaneous protests aided by the
wide use of modern communications technologies, the authorities’
disproportionate military response, and desertions from the army in
combination with the mass infiltration of militants and arms across
the borders from neighboring countries, which was directly supported
by Turkey with financial backing from Arab Gulf monarchies, primarily
Saudi Arabia and Qatar. Moreover, leaders in Syria’s regional environs
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had “old scores” to settle with al-Assad: relations with the Syrian
president in the run-up to the crisis varied from close cooperation
to mutual recrimination. Religious factors were initially of minor
importance, but as hostilities expanded and new players got involved,
all sides began using religion as a means of mobilization.
The U.S. and leading EU countries immediately declared the alAssad regime illegitimate, recognized the opposition’s political wing
as the legitimate representative of the Syrian people, and pressured
Damascus via the UN and other international organizations. The
League of Arab States (LAS) took the unprecedented step of suspending Syria’s membership. At that moment, regime change along the
lines of Libya was a unifying principle for the anti-Assad coalition that
emerged in the region. But as time went on, the clash of interests between the U.S. and its regional partners as well as among the major
regional players (Turkey, Saudi Arabia, the UAE, and Qatar) reconfigured coalition ties and opened up new dimensions in the Syrian crisis.
However, the initial knee-jerk reaction was a major political
blunder, as leading Western experts now admit. The United States
failed to establish a firm base of military-political support in the
Arab armed opposition. Nor did it manage to differentiate “moderate
Islamists” from the rapidly proliferating terrorist organizations.
But the insistent demands that al-Assad must go only fed the
opposition’s illusions that they could win a military victory and fueled
the competition for political influence and control over arms flows
and outside funding within their ranks. America’s unconditional
support for the opposition movement, where jihadists with links to
ISIS and Al-Qaeda (banned in Russia) were rapidly gaining strength,
predetermined the weakness of the U.S. diplomatic efforts and
constrained the room for manoeuvre. This made Washington hostage
to émigré politicians with their exorbitant demands and to their
regional sponsors. It reached the point where U.S. policy was all too
clearly playing into the hands of terrorists. This became particularly
clear in the summer of 2014, when ISIS achieved spectacular military
successes in Iraq and Syria, putting the Barack Obama administration
in an even more awkward position.
Between 2012 and 2015, Damascus was burning through internal
resources to neutralize military pressure at home. The armed
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opposition was expanding its zones of territorial control not only in
northern and eastern Syria, where radical Islamists spilled over from
Iraq, but also in the country’s densely populated central areas. The
Syrian army was not ready for urban warfare and gradually found
itself on the defensive, focusing on guarding distant approaches to
the capital, strategic centers, and transport infrastructure.
Lebanon-based Hezbollah joined the hostilities in 2012 while Iran
was expanding direct military aid to Syria, including the enlistment
of Shiite militias from Iraq, Afghanistan, and Pakistan. This made it
possible to halt enemy advances towards vital centers for some time
but also aggravated relations between different ethnic and religious
communities, making the conflict particularly fierce on both sides.
Having established close relations with Syria back in the mid-1980s,
Iran managed to gain a firm foothold in Iraq and Lebanon during the
years of regional upheaval and create extensive military infrastructure
under its control. The Iranians regard Syrian territory as a key
component of their national security strategy, which is focused on
pushing back against Saudi Arabia and its claims to leadership in the
Islamic world. Since the Donald Trump administration unilaterally
withdrew from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) and
ratcheted up economic and political pressure against Tehran, Iran’s
regional strategy has been put to the test like never before. Signs of
internal disaffection are surfacing more and more often in response
to the dramatic financial constraints, growing economic hardship,
and loss of life in the Syrian war (Iranians Respond, 2018). Questions
are being asked about the limits of Iran’s regional security and
Syria’s place therein as a crucial component of its broader strategy in
relations with the U.S. and Saudi Arabia.
Turkey, which opted for rapid regime change in Damascus and
support for Islamist organizations with ideological proximity to
Recep Erdogan’s ruling party, has modified its position substantially
in the course of the conflict. This change of emphasis in regional
policy was brought about by complications in the transition from a
parliamentary republic to a strong presidential regime as well as by
disappointment with U.S. and EU policy in Syria, on the one hand, and
an understanding of the advantages of working with Russia on Syria
as part of a broader bilateral cooperation framework, on the other.
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The changing regional picture was largely the result of the Kurdish
factor, which always played and continues to play a significant role in
the domestic politics of the countries forming the so-called Kurdish
Triangle (Syria, Turkey, and Iraq). Soon after the start of hostilities,
the Syrian government decided to phase out its military presence
in north-eastern areas, where the Kurdish majority immediately
established control. Erdogan’s war on two fronts—one with the alAssad regime and the other with the armed Kurdish groups—failed
to yield success and even led to a spate of ISIS terrorist attacks
inside Turkey itself. Frictions intensified with the Americans, who had
thrown in their lot with the Kurds after the latter had proved highly
effective at waging anti-terrorist operations against ISIS. This created
a situation where the Syrian Kurds, who got a unique opportunity to
merge their enclaves in Afrin and Kobani, thought that this historic
juncture was favorable for organizing an autonomous area on the
northern border with Turkey (a Western Kurdistan of sorts) with a
claim to independence. After Turkey broke off a ceasefire agreement
with the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) and banned the Kurdish
opposition’s legal activities at home, it came to regard the Kurdish
self-defense units and their political wing, the Democratic Union
Party in Syria, as a terrorist organization on a par with ISIS.
The official rationale for the Turkish armed forces and the Free
Syrian Army to launch joint operations in northern Syria was that
military intervention would clear the border territory east of the
Euphrates of Kurdish forces, create a “buffer security zone” in Syria,
and prepare the ground for the return of refugees. By maintaining its
partnership with Turkey within the framework of the Astana format,
Russia has shown understanding of Turkish concerns based on the
Turkish leaders’ assurances that they are committed to the territorial
integrity of Syria as the end goal of the political process.
Saudi Arabia’s role in the Syrian conflict has undergone significant
change as well. The tempestuous developments in the region and
the expansion of Iranian influence in Iraq, Lebanon, and Bahrain
have convinced Riyadh that Iran is planning to encircle the Islamic
holy places with a “Shiite belt” and destabilize the Saudi monarchy.
Since the start of the conflict, the Saudis have focused on creating a
counterweight to Iran in Syria by consolidating ideologically aligned
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local Islamist forces. By means of funding this part of the armed
opposition and imposing Saudi influence over structuring its political
wing, Riyadh has played a role in escalating the fighting against
government forces.
Once the conflict reached its turning point, the balance of gains
and losses was not in favor of the military-political groups backed
by Saudi Arabia. The policy to undermine the legitimate regime in
Syria from within was in open conflict with the protracted military
intervention in Yemen, allegedly undertaken in order to restore the
same “constitutional legitimacy.” The two-front war was becoming
increasingly onerous. With ISIS firmly entrenched in Syria and Iraq,
terrorist forces in the southern Arabian Peninsula and in Saudi Arabia
itself had a free hand to expand their activities. Hopes for a speedy
downfall of the al-Assad regime gave way to a more realistic view,
something that took place against the background of deteriorating
relations with the U.S. Despite the anti-Iran sentiment, they
shared, Saudi Arabia was increasingly displeased with the Trump
administration’s chaotic and unpredictable policy in the Middle East.
There were apprehensions that the U.S. was preparing to withdraw
from the region. The Saudis were no longer sure that they would have
the support they needed at the critical moment, if Iran decided to
take advantage of the U.S. pullout and fill the vacuum.
In parallel, Saudi Arabia was promoting relations with Russia,
in spite of their differences over Syria, on the basis of broader joint
interests in regional and global politics. Regular contacts, including
top-level contacts, were working to achieve mutual understanding
on fundamental approaches to a Syrian settlement, including the
eradication of the terrorist threat, a speedy start to the Constitutional
Committee’s operations, and assistance to expand humanitarian aid
supplies and the return of refugees.
Russia, as acknowledged by all its opponents, has fundamentally
altered the trajectory of the Syrian crisis. By the start of its military
campaign in Syria, government forces and various loyal militias were
fighting on the outskirts of Damascus and had difficulty containing
the enemy’s advance on the southern front. That a “Green Islamist
International” would come to power in the heart of the Arab world
seemed like a foregone conclusion. It was at that moment, in the
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summer of 2015, that President al-Assad famously said that it was
necessary to “preserve a useful Syria,” meaning the Alawite Corridor
in the west the country from Daraa in the south along the seacoast to
Latakia in the north, that is, about 30–35 percent of Syrian territory.
Since then, a totally different military reality has taken shape.
Damascus has regained control over most of its territory (according
to various estimates, between 68 and 70 percent), while the armed
opposition is no longer able to conduct active military operations and
retains only some of its enclaves in north-western Syria. The “Arab
Caliphate” as a quasi-state terrorist entity has been wiped out along
with its military infrastructure. At the same time, numerous obstacles,
foreseen and unforeseen, will have to be overcome on the path to a
post-conflict settlement. Approximately one-third of Syrian territory
is controlled by Turkey (the northern enclave stretching from Hatay
Province in Turkey to the western bank of the Euphrates) and the
“Syrian Democratic Forces” that were specially trained and equipped
by the U.S. (northern and north-eastern areas along the Euphrates).
Finally, there is still the problem of Idlib in the west, where the deescalation zone covers parts of the Aleppo and Hama provinces. This
territory is dominated by jihadist radical Islamists, who have rallied
around the Hay’at Tahrir al-Sham terrorist organization (an alliance
of Islamist groupings led by Jabhat Fatah al-Sham, formerly—AlNusra Front also banned in Russia).

BETWEEN GENEVA AND ASTANA:
PERIPATETIC INTERNATIONAL MEDIATION

Three UN Secretary General’s Special Envoys for Syria have come and
gone during the eight years of the conflict, which was internationalized
from the start by the Arab states themselves. There were numerous
attempts to find a way forward to a settlement through the joint efforts
of the international community, none of which led to the desired result,
although, it must be admitted, they made an important contribution
to the global practice of conflict settlement and yielded considerable
knowledge for the purposes of objectively analyzing the causes of
failure. International debates have focused on the mediating role of
the United Nations putting forward a number of important questions:
whether its special envoy can remain impartial, no matter how skilful
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he is as a negotiator, if the UN Security Council members, to whom he
reports, support different sides to the conflict, for which reason he is
constantly blamed for being partial by this or that side; whether the
success of a mediatory mission depends on the mediator’s mandate;
and finally, whether a “firm mandate” of the kind that was conferred on
the EU High Representative for Bosnia and Herzegovina can be more
effective in maintaining the needed pressure on the warring sides.
The Arab League launched a mediatory mission during the first
few months of armed clashes, but its efforts proved unsuccessful
and were quickly discontinued. The regime and the opposition were
hoping to gain an early victory with outside support. Besides the
Syrian leaders had every reason to distrust the Arab League, which
was under the influence of Saudi Arabia and Qatar. In February 2012,
the UN stepped in as an international mediator and continues acting
in that role. After the UN Security Council had proved incapable of
devising coordinated solutions (the West jointly with the Gulf Arab
states were pushing for international legitimation of intervention, but
all their proposals were resolutely vetoed by Russia and China), the
UN General Assembly asked the then Secretary General to appoint
his special envoy for Syria. He chose former Secretary General Kofi
Annan, who had considerable peacemaking experience.
A six-point plan devised by the international mediator envisaged
an end to military operations, the deployment of a UN observer
mission, and a transition to internationally assisted intra-Syrian talks
(BAN Ki-Moon, 2012). But this simple and, in theory, correct plan
failed to get the Security Council’s support and was eventually foiled
by the Syrian parties themselves. The UN observers were unable to
continue their mission amid unending hostilities, provocations from
different sides, and artificial constraints on their movements imposed
by the Syrian authorities. In June 2012, Kofi Annan resigned after less
than six months on the job.
At the same time, the Annan mission prepared the ground for
the first consensus-based international document—the Geneva
Communique of June 30, 2012—which later served as the basis for
UN Security Council Resolution 2254 (2015) that established the legal
framework for the Syrian settlement process. Russia–U.S. interaction
played the leading role in this sense, despite the differences between
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the two in the Action Group for Syria. At that time, Russia and the
United States managed to reach agreement on the main principles
of international support for Syrian efforts to emerge from the crisis.
These documents formed the foundation of the mandate issued to
the Secretary General’s subsequent Special Envoys for Syria, former
Algerian Foreign Minister Lakhdar Brahimi and Staffan de Mistura,
who had previously headed UN missions in Iraq and Afghanistan.
From the start of UN mediation, the political process ran into
problems. The earlier approved international legal documents
contained guiding principles for the settlement and a roadmap with
timeframes for each of its stages (establishment of a transitional
body with executive powers, drafting of a new constitution, and free
elections under international supervision). The most important of the
factors that ultimately predetermined the negotiating stalemate in
Geneva were the following:
Council was identified as the main and sole implementation
mechanism and tool for supporting the Special Envoy. In case of
a split in its ranks, the political capital of international mediation
would be devalued.
of the Geneva Communique and UN Security Council Resolution
2254 related to the meaning of the transitional period and the
sequence of steps. Most of the clashes were over the status and
powers of the “transitional governing body” and President alAssad’s role and position during that period. Until recently, both
the U.S. and the opposition urged his resignation as a precondition
for direct intra-Syrian talks. There were no feasible grounds for
this farfetched interpretation in the foundational documents.
were based on the assumption of military victory. In September
2016, Russian-American interaction was discontinued, which
made it more difficult for the international mediator to compel
the Syrians to start negotiations. Intervals between rounds of
talks grew lengthier, the escalation of violence continued, and
political issues were overshadowed by snowballing humanitarian
problems.
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fight against terrorism or agreements on the parameters of the
transitional period, that is, the division of power.
persistent internal friction and reshuffling as opposition groups
vied for leadership, and inability to enlist the support of field
commanders, whose divisions reflected the rivalry between Saudi
Arabia, Qatar and Turkey, was obvious.
While the Syrian army was having success on the battlefield
following Russian intervention and the opposition was increasingly
inclined to scale back their inflated demands to more moderate
ones, Damascus displayed less and less willingness to make
concessions and even veered towards tougher political positions.
increasingly fragmented, which reduced the importance of the
Geneva format.
It must be noted that the two major diplomats of international stature armed with an international mandate failed to achieve an effective
cessation of hostilities, ensure the unimpeded delivery of humanitarian aid, or bring together the Syrian government and the opposition
for direct talks, although they did conduct intensive negotiations in
different formats and with various combinations of participants. At
the same time, it was largely due to their efforts that the sluggish
political process in Geneva was kept going and gradually revealed its
weaknesses. In early 2017, it became clear that the military situation
had to be stabilized, if the sides were to emerge from the protracted
political stalemate. Russia focused on cooperation with Turkey, which
had by that time expanded its influence over different organizations of
Syrian militants and had shown willingness to cooperate with Russia
in Syria. The two were later joined by Iran, which also had a stake in
de-escalating the military standoff, and thus the Astana negotiating
mechanism, or the Astana format, took shape (Astana, now Nur-Sultan, is the capital of Kazakhstan, where the first meetings were held).
This format, in which Staffan de Mistura was involved, had
peculiarities and advantages of its own. It was for the first time that
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Syrian government representatives sat down at the negotiating table
with commanders of armed opposition units, whom Damascus had
lebeled terrorists. Acting in coordination and on parallel tracks,
Russia, Turkey, and Iran provided guarantees that the agreements
reached by the sides would be implemented. Turkey was responsible
for the “cooperative behavior” of the groups under its influence, while
Russia sought to obtain the same response from Damascus. Iran in
this complicated setting was supposed to restrain the uncontrolled
actions by Hezbollah and Shiite militias. An important result of
the regular Astana meetings was the agreements on the four deescalation zones, which for the time being made it possible to reduce
the severity of military operations and step up efforts to achieve local
ceasefires. The opposition attached much importance to confidencebuilding measures (release of prisoners, prisoner exchanges, etc.),
lifting the blockade from a number of populated localities, and
delivering humanitarian aid to areas in distress.
The agenda of the intra-Syrian talks in Astana was expanding,
eliciting a negative response from the U.S. and leading EU countries,
which claimed that the Astana format was encroaching on the
political field that UN Security Council Resolution 2254 had set
aside for the Geneva process and the mediation of the UN Secretary
General’s Special Envoy. The relationship between these two formats
plagued contacts with Western partners for a long time, the latter
expressing distrust of Moscow’s peacemaking efforts and suspecting
it of attempting to “circumvent” some key provisions of the UN
documents and devalue the UN role in the context of the Syrian
settlement process. In response, Russia repeatedly explained that
the Astana talks and the Russian-Turkish-Iranian summits were
aimed at finding compromises and helping the Geneva process and
that there was no alternative to settling the Syrian crisis on the basis
of international law.
At the same time, the new military realities and changes in the
alignment of forces between the regime and the opposition called
for certain adjustments in the order and sequence of actions to
implement the key provisions of UN Security Council Resolution 2254.
While cooperating with the UN Special Envoy, the Syrian government
refused to discuss the essentials of establishing, to quote the
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Geneva Communique, “a transitional governing body” capable of
exercising “full executive powers.” Instead, they suggested various
options for a broad-based dialogue in Damascus to form a national
unity government, all of which were absolutely unacceptable to the
opposition.
This gave rise to the idea of starting a substantive intra-Syrian
dialogue by discussing a draft new constitution, the adoption of which
appears as one of the central points on the roadmap of the political
process. Since late 2017, the Special Envoy has focused on forming
a Constitutional Committee. This effort was assisted by Russia,
Turkey, and Iran, which were holding regular trilateral summits. The
Syrian National Dialogue Congress in Sochi (January 2018) made
an important contribution to this effort by adopting a key decision to
start drafting a new constitution under UN auspices.
Staffan de Mistura’s efforts in this regard, which continued until
his resignation in December 2018, showed clearly the full extent
of distrust between all sides with political influence. It became
obvious that finding points of contact between the interests was
a tall order. Russia, for its part, sought to create a broad field of
accord on a “balanced and inclusive basis” around the “third list”
candidates representing civil society and independent experts
(Committee members from the government and the opposition were
finally introduced). But Western partners were jealous of Russia’s
leading role in these efforts. At the same time, steps to finalize the
Constitutional Committee’s composition were complicated by the
position of Damascus that regarded the constitutional process as
a “purely sovereign affair” of the Syrian people without any foreign
interference, thereby effectively disavowing the UN track.
Simultaneously, a situation that was generally favorable for a
gradual transition from the military phase to a political process
emerged by early 2019. A rough consensus was forming that the Geneva-2 negotiating paradigm based on the “regime platform” vs the
“opposition platform” had outlived its usefulness in the new situation
and that there was little promise of any further progress on this track
(Centralization and Decentralization, 2018). The new military realities
are recognized by the U.S. and Russia’s European partners, which
are no longer insisting on regime change. Instead, they are empha-
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sizing the need for constitutional reform as soon as possible, to be
followed by free elections under UN auspices in conformity with UN
Security Council Resolution 2254. The main question is how to bring
all components of the political process to their common denominator
and whether this is possible in principle against the background of
the mounting conflict between Russia and the West.

MAIN COMPONENTS OF THE SYRIAN SETTLEMENT PROCESS

The basic elements, without which Syria’s return to peace and
national reconciliation appears impossible, include constitutional and
government reform, economic reconstruction, urgent humanitarian
aid needed by nearly a half of the population, the return of refugees,
a reorganization of the army and security services, UN-supervised
elections, and much more.
Post-war Syria’s government and political system and its constitutional legitimation are among the key issues at the center of the
clash of external interests and internal divisions in Syria. A timetable
and procedure for drafting a new constitution is a central requirement for the transition to “inclusive and non-sectarian governance,”
as contained in UN Security Council Resolution 2254. For all the discrepancies related to the sequence of steps in the transitional period,
the international community is evolving a more or less common understanding that the starting point should be the launch of a Syrianled constitutional process, as envisaged by the resolution.
Syrian lawyers and political scientists are advocating two
approaches: 1) approving a new constitution, or 2) amending the
2012 law now in effect. Damascus is calling into question the very
need for a new constitution in the belief that it is able to deal with
all these issues on its own without making substantial concessions.
The Syrian opposition, which is riven by divisions on many other
issues as well, was basically in favor of a new constitution. But
many of its realistically minded members have lately agreed to
take as a basis the 2012 constitution, provided there are substantial
amendments to it (Constitutional Options for Syria, 2017). In
effect, this concerns transitioning from a strictly presidential to a
presidential-parliamentary form of governance. The administrative
system should be decentralized but the state should retain its unitary
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nature, and the constitution will contain the necessary guarantees
of the country’s territorial integrity. Any type of a federation is
regarded as aimed at partitioning Syria and resolutely rejected by
both the regime and the majority of the opposition. This is the little
they have in common.
The effort to form a Constitutional Committee has run into serious
problems and shown that the drafting of amendments to the current
constitution will take a long time. The sticking point is the territorial
administrative issue that hinges on the Kurdish factor.
During the war, the Kurds, with support from the U.S. that backed
them in the fight against ISIS, managed to create a strong military
organization and a system of local governance beyond the reach of
Damascus in northern and eastern Syria. The uncertainty regarding
the continued U.S. military presence in Syria and the unpredictability
of their U.S. ally forced the Kurds to choose between confronting a
military threat from Turkey and coming to terms with Damascus. The
Kurdish leaders are seeking to retain the de facto autonomous status
of their cantons, and to prevent the disbandment of Syrian Democratic
Forces units that could assume responsibility for security east of the
Euphrates.
The Syrian government’s position regarding a special administrative status for the Kurds remains essentially unchanged. According to a statement by Minister of State for National Reconciliation
Affairs Ali Haidar, no Syrian province can enjoy preferences that
would “differentiate it from other provinces or ethnicities” (Reuters,
2018b). Relevant talks are still in progress on various decentralization
formats including decentralization at the level of local communities
or the establishment of some asymmetrical territorial administrative
system. Law No. 107 on local governments, which is now in effect
and acceptable to the opposition, might become a workable basis for
discussing the entire gamut of these issues.
Economic revival is another vital aspect of the Syrian settlement
process. Of all the conflicts in the region, Syria has suffered the
greatest losses in terms of material destruction, casualties, and
decline in the quality of human capital. During the war, its GDP has
contracted by more than 50 percent, whereas it should have grown
by 40 percent under the pre-war economic plan. The budget deficit
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has increased by more than 1,500 percent. The UN estimates the
total damage caused by the hostilities at $250 billion, whereas the
Syrian government has suggested that about $400 billion is needed
for rebuilding infrastructure alone. According to expert calculations,
humanitarian aid requirements are also adding up to the impressive
sum of $20 billion. More than 70 percent of families are suffering from
malnutrition, 80 percent of Syrians have fallen below the poverty line,
while life expectancy has been reduced by 20 years.
Under these circumstances, Syria is unable to recover without
outside aid. Financial losses and destruction have reached a scale
that makes economic reconstruction an insurmountable problem
for Syria, or for any other state or even group of states. Conscious
of the importance of the economic and humanitarian components of
the settlement, Russia has proposed that the U.S., the EU, and other
potential donors pool efforts to mobilize resources for economic
recovery and the return of refugees.
But a coordinated international policy, even at the UN level, is still
lacking, despite the realization that the material damage caused to
Syria and its humanitarian plight are unprecedented since the end
of the Second World War. The U.S. and EU countries are refusing to
finance reconstruction of government-controlled areas in Syria (or
more than 70 percent of the most densely populated territory with its
infrastructure almost entirely in tatters). Their condition for giving aid
is that Syria be transformed as part of a “credible” political process.
What is primarily meant is the drafting and approval of a new Syrian
constitution to be followed by UN-supervised “free and fair” elections.
The West hopes to use these political terms as a tool to pressure
Damascus and its allies. Apart from political considerations, the
refusal to cooperate directly with the Syrian government is justified
by citing the need to implement administrative reforms and modify
property and investment laws. Western experts believe that directing
international economic aid through official channels to the country’s
militarized economy would inevitably strengthen corrupt businesses
and local militias in cahoots with the regime (Heydeman, 2017). Still
worse, the Syrian leaders, for their part, are also politicizing economic
reconstruction issues by declaring that they are not prepared to
receive aid from “accomplices of terrorism.” Their hope is that a
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number of EU countries might change their approaches if Damascus
displays sufficient firmness. This can be seen in President al-Assad’s
statements to the effect that “the Syrians are able to restore the
country on their own” and that “they will not need the West’s aid for
that” (RBC, 2018). The European countries have indeed split into
resolute opponents of cooperation with a “regime that is unamenable
to reform” and a conciliatory group that hopes for rapid stabilization
or their companies’ participation in lucrative projects (Asseburg and
Oweis, 2017). It is clear today that developing a coordinated economic
rehabilitation project for Syria is a mission for the entire international
community, given that the conflict’s grave political and humanitarian
aftermath has extended far beyond the Middle East region.
The refugee problem is inseparably linked with Syria’s
reconstruction. Syrian refugees make up no less than one-third of the
world’s displaced persons. According to UN statistics, nearly a half of
Syria’s pre-war population has been forced to leave their places of
residence (5.6 million refugees and 6.6 million internally displaced
persons). The biggest number of refugees (3.5 million) have fled to
Turkey. There are also one million refugees in Lebanon and 650,000
in Jordan (Syria Emergency, 2018). This problem is dragging down
neighboring economies and creating serious political and social
challenges. In Lebanon, where Syrians make up 20 percent of the
population, the refugees have become, to quote Prime Minister Saad
Hariri, a “time bomb.” Real GDP growth rates have been slowing
in Jordan over the last three years and per capita income has not
budged since 2012 (Nemeh, 2017).
The Syrian government should have a stake in creating a favorable
civic environment for a number of obvious reasons, including the
need to restore trust, engage the average business owner, normalize
relations with the West, and, last but not least, hold elections
(the presidential elections are scheduled for 2021) that would be
recognized as legitimate. Russia’s appeals and initiatives were
instrumental in inducing refugees to return, starting in mid-2018,
mainly from Lebanon and Jordan, as well as from Turkey to areas
not controlled by the Syrian government. But there are a number
of circumstances obstructing a full-scale return of refugees, most
importantly the position of the U.S. and the EU, which are of the
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opinion that the internal conditions for a voluntary and safe return
are yet to be created. The same view is held by the UN Refugee
Agency (UNHCR). According to a Carnegie Endowment study, despite
the fact that the majority of refugees are willing to return home, it
is unlikely that they will be able to do so in the short term, even if
military operations come to an end (Yahya, Kassir and Hariri, 2018).
To create an internal environment incentivizing the beginning of a
large-scale repatriation process, a number of preconditions have to
be met, as demonstrated by international practice in other conflict
zones. These include security, legal guarantees of property rights,
the possibility to return to former residences, amnesty for draft
evasion, the availability of jobs and social services, and restoration
of the healthcare and education systems. This means that much
depends on the Syrian government itself, on whether it is able to cope
with these major challenges, and if it has the necessary political will.
In the meantime, opposition representatives inclined to come to
terms with the government, as well as Western sources, note how
inconsistent and contradictory Damascus has been in its efforts
related to this sphere of post-conflict reconstruction. Particularly
puzzling was the adoption of Law No. 10 of April 2, 2018 (Reuters,
2018a), which enables the Syrian government to confiscate real estate
and use it for urban redevelopment without paying compensation
to the owners. Syrian citizens regardless of their actual residence
are ordered to submit ownership documentation within 30 days,
which is basically unrealistic for refugees. It is widely believed that
the government-backed law targets the regime’s opponents and
is intended to resettle loyalists in new development areas in major
cities. Although reassuring explanations were offered later and the
enforcement of the law was modified, the fact that this law was
approved at all did nothing to help restore trust and had negative
repercussions.
Implementing other repatriation terms will require real
socioeconomic reforms, reorganization of numerous security
services and the army, reintegration of combatants into peaceful life,
an overhaul of the legal system, and, most importantly, a change in
mentality from “winner takes all” to true national reconciliation in
which there are “no winners, no losers.”
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POST!WAR SYRIA’S PROSPECTS: RUSSIAN INTERESTS

During the war years, Russia achieved many of the strategic aims it set
for the operation in Syria (including through its military diplomacy):
subsequent destabilization, and the spill-over of militant Islamism
to Russian territory;
infrastructure. Although the intention to create a joint antiterrorist
coalition proposed by Russia failed, Russia and the U.S. fought
against ISIS on parallel tracks, albeit separately;
territory;
which has historic significance for the Russian Navy;
All this raises the question: What’s next? What succession of military
efforts and diplomatic steps should ensue?
The military-political situation on the ground limits Damascus’ opportunities to independently direct further advances of its armed forces. Apart from military and humanitarian problems, liberating Idlib as
well as northern and eastern areas by force is contingent on reaching
political understanding and some intricate compromises in a broader format rather than between Russia, Turkey, and Iran alone. At this
stage, Russia must deploy artful diplomatic maneuvering in order to
preserve mutual understanding with its Astana partners without alienating Israel. It will be a difficult challenge to address the legitimate
security concerns of Iran and Israel and prevent a clash between them.
We must not discount the possibility of establishing working
relations on the post-conflict settlement in Syria with the U.S.
outside the channels of military communication that, as both sides
admit, are functioning successfully. Contrary to Trump’s statements,
the U.S. is not going to phase out its military presence in Syria. It
does not matter in this case whether the force is reduced and, if so,
to what extent, because as the Americans have repeatedly shown,
their special forces in eastern Syria will remain under the permanent
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protection of U.S. air power. Keeping a limited contingent in Syria,
according to the majority in the U.S. military-political establishment,
is seen as a chance to “waive the flag” at multilateral talks on Syria,
while keeping an eye on Iran’s military communication lines between
Iraq, Jordan, and Lebanon.
A new alignment of forces in the conflict symbolizes a certain
completion of its military phase and, as logic suggests, creates
prerequisites for progress on the political track. The question is what
is to be understood by a political solution? Is it a long-term settlement
or a mere pretence of one based on superficial changes? A picture
of victory is clearly discernible already. This refers in particular to
the triumphant mood in Damascus. Allegedly, a military solution has
been achieved despite everyone’s claims that a military solution was
impossible. This means that the future course of the political process
should be determined by the winners. Syria’s tactics, as outlined by
President Bashar al-Assad, consists of working towards reconciliation,
but if proved ineffective, using military force to liberate the rest of the
country, including from the “U.S. occupation” (Gazdiev, 2018).
This approach is fraught with numerous dangers. As we know
from the history of other civil wars, a full victory achieved by one of
the sides does not guarantee that peace will return, if the original
problems that caused the conflict remain unresolved and the winners
continue to face a hostile external environment.
The West has, in effect, recognized that Russia plays a “key role.”
But it also has been erecting obstacles seeking to make Moscow
exert pressure on Damascus, which has always been a much needed,
yet difficult, partner for Russia. In this way, responsibility for the
final result is being placed on Damascus and its allies. If the U.S.
and Europe manage to find points of contact with Russia to develop a
common vision for post-war Syria, they will be ready to work together;
if not, then any of the current players will be able to act as a spoiler by
destabilizing the situation.
It is in Russia’s interests to steer the process towards a durable
settlement, proceeding from the assumption that the post-war arrangement in Syria cannot be the same as before the war. A new military reality must be consolidated, with the power structure resting on
a truly inclusive basis and representing a wide spectrum of national
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patriotic forces, including the political interests of the Sunni majority.
Otherwise, the fruits of military success could be lost over time.
Of considerable importance for reaching a long-term settlement
is the effort to restore Syria’s relations with both—its immediate
neighbors (there has been some positive movement in this regard)
and the outside world. It is in Russia’s interests to work for a
settlement that is the result of international consensus, including the
international community’s recognition of a reformed Syrian regime’s
legitimacy and Russia’s long-term military presence in Syria. If
Russia outlines its strategic interests in Syria in a more open and
clear manner and signals its readiness for multilateral compromise,
it has ample opportunities and military-political influence to secure
its interests by non-confrontational means. After so many sacrifices
and humanitarian disasters, the ice of mutual antagonism and hatred
can only be broken by long-term, patient and, most importantly,
uninterrupted multilateral efforts in different combinations.
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Interview

Europe is not the doer of history and of
international relations, Europe doesn’t
“behave.” We should try to convince the
European nation states to start thinking
differently, not “continentally.” They should
accept that Russia is a country with its
authentic national interests.

“The EU in its current
form is a tragic mistake
of the European history”
Russia in Global Affairs Associate Editor Glenn Diesen talks with
former President of the Czech Republic Václav Klaus about the current
state of affairs in the EU, populism, green politics, globalization, and
other controversial issues of today.
– You are currently writing a book devoted to the 30th anniversary
of the fall of communism in your country and the rest of Europe.
What are the key themes in the book and the main lessons learnt
from the events of 1989?

Václav Klaus is a prominent Czech economist and politician, former President of the Czech
Republic (2003-2013).
Glenn Diesen, Ph.D., is a professor with the Higher School of Economics, Moscow, Russia and an
associate editor of Russia in Global Affairs.
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“The EU in its current form is a tragic mistake of the European history”

– I remember another anniversary, the 10th anniversary of your
memorable speech in the European Parliament in 2009. Would
it be correct to say that you advocate a European future for the
Czech Republic, but you are critical of the direction of the EU’s
development? What has changed over the past decade and have
your views on the EU changed? To what extent is the experience of
the 1989 events relevant to the contemporary challenges in Europe?

– The political notion that is most frequently used nowadays is
“populism.” “Populists” are feared and blamed for everything in
Europe and in the U.S. What is your perception of this phenomenon?
How do you understand “populism?” Do you see it as a real threat
to democracy, as liberal critics describe it?

Václav Klaus

– Whom of contemporary statesmen would you describe as likeminded with you? What do you think of such leaders as Donald
Trump, Vladimir Putin, Boris Johnson, Emmanuel Macron, Viktor
Orbán?

– Is ideological rivalry over? If we speak about ideology, it seems
that the classical ways of thinking that were characteristic of the 19th
and 20th centuries are eroding and losing public support. “Peoples’
parties” are declining everywhere. What kind of worldview has a
future?
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“The EU in its current form is a tragic mistake of the European history”

– Is globalization in reverse?

– You are known as a staunch critic of climate change concepts.
Meanwhile the “green wave” in politics is being boosted by the
apparent worsening of climate in Europe and elsewhere, and
increased turbulence in nature. What should people faced with
climate change do? And why do you think measures proposed by
the Greens are wrong?

– Russia’s grievances with Europe after the fall of communism
have focused on the absence of post-Cold War settlement
accommodating Russia on the continent. How do you see the future
of the relations between Russia and Europe? Does the nascent
strategic partnership between Russia and China offer opportunities
and/or challenges for Europe?

Václav Klaus
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History, the end of which Fukuyama
predicted some time ago with a big
commercial success, has simply been
negated by suggesting that interaction
mechanisms concerning “identity” do
not change over centuries.

Admonishing the Doubting Flock
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